
Mr Karam has also said Dean Cottle telephoned 65 Every Street on
the Friday before the murders looking for Laniet and his
cellphone.429 Dean Cottle did not talk to her. In his statement to
the Police on 23 June 1994 Cottle states he decided to "... give her
[Laniet] a ring and see what she was up to." He did not mention his
cellphone in the entire statement.430 It appears to us it would be
unusual to be looking for the cellphone if it had not been used by
Laniet since March and was no longer in her possession.

Mr Karam has also said his information is the phone bill was $400-
$500 per month being used right up until the time of the murders by
Laniet.431 This cannot be the case if it was disconnected.

Mr Karam has inferred that the Police seized the cellphone during
their search of 65 Every Street which then led to Mr Cottle being
interviewed.432 This is incorrect.

Documents on the original investigation file reveal information was
supplied to the Police giving telephone numbers used by Laniet as
a prostitute.433 A search warrant was executed on the Telecom
Malicious Call Centre on 21 June. It was established the cellphone
number provided belonged to Dean Cottle, which led to him being
interviewed two days later.434 During the interview, he assisted to
identify a previous address of Laniel's and he ~ave information
about her personal diary and a list of clients.43

Up until her death Laniet worked on occasions at the Museum Cafe
and the Rigoletto Cafe. She was also a re~ular user of cannabis,
spending much of her income on the drug.4 6 She did not appear to
have a steady boyfriend but had several short relationships.
Sometime in May 1994, she left the flat at Russell Street and went
to live with her father at Taieri Beach.437 This move appears to
have been entirely her own initiative and she exhibited no sign of
concern about staying with her father.438 Her receipt of the
unemployment benefit appears to have had some bearing on her
giving up prostitution and moving in with her father.439 Even after
she moved out to Taieri Beach Laniet often returned to the flat at
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Russell Street to stay on the weekends and sometimes even one or
two nights during the week as well.44o

Following a decision of the Court of Appeal to allow publication of
Cottle's assertions, Mr Karam had contact with two men who jointly
own a dairy in Russell Street, near the address where Laniet
formerly flatted. They were John Dunnett and Lance David
Kedzlie. In his book, Mr Karam attributes to them statements to the
effect that Laniet was a regular customer and on one visit to the
shop told them she was having an affair with her father. 441

In fact Laniet had only made the comment to Kedzlie.442 It was on
an occasion when she went to their dairy in a-crying and distressed
state. She spoke of various concerns about her flatting
arrangements, her unemployed status, her family and in that same
context said she had had sex with her father. Kedzlie did not
consider Laniet a personal friend, just a customer, and he was not
interested in advancing the conversation so there the matter ended.
The comments were never revealed to the homicide investigation
team. Kedzlie and Dunnet were not aware the matter of incest was
an issue until Dean Cottle's comments were made public.

Mr Karam refers to a similar disclosure made by Laniet to a PhD
student.443 She allegedly said to the student. "I want to shift back
home but I don't know if Mum will let me because I've fallen out with
her. But I can't stand what Dad's doing to me any longer". This was
in turn passed onto Mr Karam by the student.

The PhD student, who attended Otago University at the time, has
been interviewed.444 He knew David Bain well, Laniet and Arawa
fairly well, and had briefly met the other members of the Bain family.
He met David during an opera company performance in 1992 and
afterwards they performed in a number of shows together. He
considered David a good friend.

On 27 May 1994, the student met Laniet at the. University cafe.
She appeared agitated and wanted to contact David. He recalls
she said "she couldn't live with him anymore," and "wanted to
move back home". Laniet indicated to him she did not want to talk
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about the matter and he did not know who she was referring to but
he inferred it to be her father. The student is certain she did not
actually mention her father and did not indicate the remark was
about her father. She did not mention to him any sexual
relationship that may have been occurring between herself and her
father.

He is adamant the comment in Karam's book "but I can't stand what
Dad's doing to ~e any longer" is not correct. He says this was not
the comment made to him by Laniet.

Even so, after the conversation, the student made a note on his lab
sheet which reads "Must talk to DCB. .What is going on between
Laniet and her Dad?".

The student had no immediate opportunity to pass the message on
to David and two days later left New Zealand for an overseas
holiday. He did not return until well after the Bain homicides. It
cannot now be determined what had agitated Laniet or who she
was talking about but it is significant that the student took it to be
her father.

It is known Robin was unhappy Laniet was not contributing towards
the rent and household costs at Taieri,445although she was
receiving dole payments. It is thought her cannabis habit was
costing much of her benefit money. It could have been these
factors she was referring to in her discussions with the student.

Again, this is a matter not known to the homicide investigation
team.

In the book Mr Karam refers toa comment made by 'a friend of
Stephen' who attributes to Stephen the following words 'There's
something funny about Laniet and Dad; they carry on like Mum and
Dad should. ,,446

We have established that this information came from Rebecca
Greet, the sister of Nicholas Greet, when she was recounting a
conversation with Stephen Bain several months· before his death.447

They were discussing Rebecca's own problems at home and the
fact she was considering running away. Stephen cautioned her
against it and brought up Laniel's situation where she had dropped
out of school, had no job and started staying away at friends.
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Rebecca cannot recall Stephen's exact words but she remembers
asking him if he meant Robin and Laniet were having a relationship.
He would not be drawn on the issue.

Mr Karam refers to Cottle saying he thought Laniet had a list of all
her clients in her personal diary and adds "this diarr along with
many other items appears to have disappeared. ,,44

On 24 June 1994, during the course of the search of the bedroom in
which Laniet Bain was found, Police located a battery operated
calculator in the pocket of a leather jacket449 Its mechanism
included a clock and a telephone memo. Stored in the memo were
a series of names and telephone numbers. These were all
checked.45o Some of the telephone numbers showed no subscriber
details. It appears that this is the electronic diary referred to by
Karam, which "appears to have disappeared". It was held by the
Police until it was returned to the Trustees on 19 January 1996.
There is no record of other items missing as alleged.

In June 1994, Michael Bain located at the house at Taieri beach a
book allegedly belonging to Laniet with a series of names and
phone numbers in it This was given to the Police during the
investigation and the telephone numbers checked. 451 It was finally
returned to the Trustees on 19 January 1996.

Apparently this is one of the other items Mr Karam believes may
have "disappeared". .

237. The original inquiry did not neglect to follow up information about Laniet
but there was very little to work on. She appeared as a rather confused
individual who may have suffered from some form of delusion. Some
utterances attributed to her were clearly incorrect, if not sheer fantasy.
Other information lacked sufficient detail for accurate checking. Her
comments to the dairy owners and the PhO student did not emerge until
after the trial and are not matters which could have been reasonably
encountered by inquiry at the time.

238. We find the time and effort put into investigating her background was
appropriate to the circumstances.
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Failure to Explore Motives Fitting Robin as the Killer

239. Mr Karam contends the Police very quickly settled upon David as the culprit and
thereafter were blind to any other possibility.452 He suggests that if proper
attention had been paid to Robin, it would have emerged that he had the
necessary motive and opportunity to commit the crimes and he could have had
access to the weapon. He asserts the Police first regarded the killings as "an
open and shut case of murder/suicide" and he condemns the subsequent
decision to move the investigation away from the theory that Robin had shot the
others and then himself.453

240. The principal motive advanced against Robin in the book, is that he killed the
four members of his family because Laniet had either~xposed.theirincestuous
relationship or had threatened to do so. In support of this theory it is noted
David testified at the trial that while he was asleep.in bed the night.before the
crimes were discovered It ••• 1remember waking and hearing raised voices
coming from the living room. ,>454 In cross examination he claimed that he did not
tell the Police about this because he did not remember it until two or three
months after the killings.455 In referring to these 'raised voices' in his book, Mr
Karam quotes David as saying "it was pretty heated because Dad never raised
his voice, but he did that night. ,>456 Mr Karam suggests Robin was being
confronted with sexual molestation and that the threat of exposure resulted in a
deranged state of mind causing him to "totally flip OUt.,,457

241. The only evidence that the family were arguing comes from the statement of
David himself and that statement does not identify who was arguing or the
nature of the alleged argument.458 The suggestion that the argument evolved
from Laniet disclosing an incestuous relationship with her father is speculation.

242. Mr Karam claims there were other points where inquiry could have shown
Robin's motive and/or frame of mind, including:

a) Visited by Education Officers.
There is no adverse report held by the Ministry of Education, Dunedin. A

. suggestion that he was the subject of some concern with the
Psychological Services unit has no foundation.459

b) Significance of the Agatha Christie Novel
. We do not believe the Agatha Christie book in the caravan to be

significant. It contains five stories and as shown. in Police photographs
appears to be open at the first or second. The story 'Death Comes at the
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End' mentioned by Mr Karam is the last in the book, and therefore does
not appear to be the story he was reading. It is about a son who kills his
family one by one in order to gain inheritance for himself.

c) Previous Use of Rifle Without David's Knowledge
Mr Karam alleges failure by the Police to check out the possibility of Robin
having previously used the rifle without David knowing. He addresses this
issue in his book stating: "...he [Robin] had used David's rifle with David
and almost certainly had used it unbeknown to David. ,,460 He also refers to
the twenty spent cartridge shells in Robin's caravan, stating that this was a
strong indication that Robin had access to the rifle.461 In fact, this was an
issue explored by the Police. It was discussed with David when he was
interviewed.462 He said his father handled the rifle when he helped him
sight it in after purchase [6.2.93]. He also said he believed his father did
not know where the spare key to the firearms lock was kept hidden. To
his knowledge, he said, his father and other members of the family had not
been handling the rifle. Kyle Cunningham, who lived 'at the Taieri School
house with Robin and Laniet, was also spoken to about Robin's possible
use of firearms.463 He was able to give information about a discussion he
had with Robin relating to obtaining a firearms licence for shooting
opossums and rabbits and he gave that evidence at the trial.464

d) General Family Environment and Relationships
Mr Karam says it was remarkable the Police did not pursue inquiry into
Robin's mental state and had arrested David on the basis of some
circumstantial forensic evidence.465 In his book he describes Robin as a
man living a degraded and debased Iife,466and portrays him as suffering
from depression and likely to commit these crimes.467 The Police did
construct a picture of Robin from information received as the result of
interviews of people who knew him, including next of kin and
acquaintances of the family. That picture was generally of a caring, wise
and pleasant person. Reputedly, he and Laniet got on very well. His
behaviour during the days leading up to the murders, as far the p'olice
could determine, was normal.

243. A major point argued at the trial against the theory that Robin was the killer, is
the fact that he had a full bladder at the time of his death.468 Mr Karam seeks to
dismiss this as a trivial matterand suggests that he could have drunk tea or
some other beverage earlier in the morning.469 Dr Dempster discounts this by
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the concentrated nature of the urine. He believes it to be the overnight
collection which an individual would need to pass soon after getting Up.470 Dr
Thomson confirms the description of about 400ml of dark urine is consistent with
a normal overnight collection. The concentration of urine overnight is controlled
by body hormones, and had Robin Bain been up for a significant period during
the early hours of the morning, as suggested by Mr Karam, his total urine
volume would have been increased and the urine would have been dilute. Had"
his sleep pattern been disrupted during the preceding night, he is unlikely to
have had this quantity of concentrated urine in his bladder at dawn.471

244. It should also be noted, as mentioned earlier, that Robin did not show any signs
consistent with being involved in the kind of struggle which obviously had taken
place in Stephen's room.

245. We find that the time and effort put into this aspect of the case was appropriate
to the circumstances.

Failure to Adequately Establish that Robin Did Not Shoot Himself

246. Mr Karam contends the Police failed to adequately establish Robin did not shoot
himself. He attaches weight to the fact that Dr Dempster agreed in cross
examination it was "a possibility" but suggests the Police were not interested in
hearing any theory other than that David was the offender. Once more he says
this demonstrates a disinclination by the Police to pursue matters which did not
support their theories.

247. We have examined documents and interviewed key personnel to assess the
merits of that contention and to determine if anything was done which improperly
or unfairly disadvantaged David Bain.

248. At the trial, Dr Dempster conceded it was physically possible for Robin to have
shot himself in the left temple but said "... it is not particularly easy, there are
easier, much easier ways ..." 472and went onto elaborate on the difficulty
involved. Dr Dempster also said "I considered it unlikely that this death was self-
inflicted.473 I cannot completely rule out suicide. ,,474 Mr Karam now challenges
this "evidence and refers to the original notes of Dr Dempster dictated while at
the scene on the first day.475 Dr Dempster describes the length of the rifle from
the trigger to the end of the silencer and comments that it is perfectly feasible
with someone of my [Dempster's] build to point the rifle, place the muzzle
against the temple and reach the trigger with the arm.476 It should be
remembered these dictated comments were before the post-mortem
examination was carried out, before the trajectory of the bullet through the head
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was determined and before Dr Dempster completed any experiments based on
the information gained from the autopsy. It was a preliminary observation of
how he saw things at that time.

249. The fact the cartridge case was not found in a position where it would more likely
have been expected to fall if Robin had shot himself largely discounted that
possibility and supported the prosecution contention that the fatal shot was fired
by another person from behind the curtains in the computer alcove. The position
of the cartridge case has been challenged by Mr Karam477 [but not by defence at
the trial] as to whether it had been kicked there by Police attending the scene.
We have commented on that point earlier. In concluding Robin did not shoot
himself, the Police considered many factors including the final position of the
body, the spent shell, the rifle and magazine, the position of blood on the floor
and curtains, and the absence of blood on the chair next to the curtains. The
scenario which fitted that evidence was that Robin was shot by someone
standing behind the curtains. Expert opinion on the position of blood splatters
on the drapes could have added to the Police case, but evidence was not called
on that point. It is the opinion of Dr Cropp the blood on the curtains came from
an area in space less than one metre above the floor.478 Each blood stain has
fallen on to the curtain at a relatively acute angle, and a conservative estimate
would indicate that the source of the blood was less than 120 millimetres
horizontally out from the curtain. Referring to photograph 43 he concluded the
source of the blood spots was above the front corner of the chair closest to the
curtain.479 A longitudinal projection from the bloodstains indicates the source
was approximately one metre above the floor in a small area just above the
upper edge of the photograph. Dr Thomson has a similar opinion.480 He
believes Robin's head must have been relatively close to the curtains at the time
the firearm discharged. The entry wound would need to be not much more than
a metre above floor level, a position suggesting that Robin was kneeling by the
chair. It is his opinion had Robin been at his full height, then he would have
expected some blood staining significantly higher up the curtains. Similarly had
he been leaning over the rifle with its butt on the seat ofthe chair, he would have
expected bloodstaining higher up the curtains and on the seat of the chair and
for the ejected shell to have landed within the main part of the room. This
confirms the conclusions of the original investigators. If Robin's head was in
such a position close to the curtain then the offender would have been required
to have been standing in the computer alcove with the rifle pointing through the
gap in the curtain. Comment about the position of the curtains when the Police
el)tered the house is contained in an earlier paragraph, We believe it was a
carefully calculated and proper reconstruction and not a fanciful summation to fit
a preconceived opinion.

250. We are advised that the pathologist consulted by the defence expressed the
view that Robin's was not a contact wound. Dr Dempster in evidence described
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the bullet entry as a contact or loose contact wound. He believes the muzzle
was no more than 1cm from Robin at the time it was fired. His uncertainty is
because of the effect the silencer would have had.481 Dr Thomson does not
believe it was a contact wound and is of the opinion it comes within the category
of 'near contact' wound. His reasons are that the nature of the ammunition used
in these offences was such there was extensive fracturing associated with ev~ry
bullet wound to the skull. The two scalp wounds to Laniet, with their significant
soft tissue disruption and larger entry hole, indicated the effect of a hard contact
wound. He would have expected such skin disruption and increased skull
damage to have occurred in Robin's left temple had the rifle been applied
directly and firmly to it. It is Dr Thomson's opinion that from the pathology
evidence alone, it is impossible to conclude suicide or homicide. This, he
believes, has to be considered with the other forensicevidence.482

251. Kevan Walsh, scientist at the Auckland ESR, was consulted as part of the
review. He reports having completed numerous experiments with the rifle. In his
opinion the shot to Robin's head was either fired with the end of the silencer
pressed against the skin or the shot has been fired from a distance beyond
about 200mm. His reasons for this are: a) the blackening on the edge of the
wound appears like the effect that results from abrasion and bullet wipe from a
distant shot rather than sooting. b) the small wound approximately 5mm from
the perimeter of the bullet entry hole is unexplained and there are some
apparent red spots in the near vicinity of the bullet entry hole. These give the

. appearance of stippling marks typical of an intermediate range shot. c) there
was no tearing of the bullet entry wound which typically occurs with a contact
shot, but its absence is not proof that it was not a contact shot. In the test
firings he conducted with the silencer pressed up against pork skin, there was a
very visible ring of soot of a similar maximum diameter to that observed by Dr
Dempster, however Mr Walsh has some doubt that this wound is a contact
wound from his experiments and study of the photographs alone. He is
cognisant of the fact Dr Dempster observed the actual wound which places him
in a far stronger position.483

252. We find the investigators gave proper consideration to determining who had
caused Robin's death.

253. In support of the proposition that Robin was the killer, Mr Karam points to the
clothing he was wearing when found dead.484 Track pants and a sweat shirt
were not, he suggests, garments a school teacher would wear at work and
contends this indicates he had other plans that morning. Again, he contends,
Police did not adequately explore the situation. .
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work. He seemingly had not yet washed or showered, shaved or been to the
toilet [as mentioned previously]. There was only one pair of short pyjamas in
his caravan485 and it was a reasonable assumption he slept in the cold caravan
on that mid-winter night in the clothes he was wearing including the woollen hat.

255. We have examined documents and interviewed key players to assess the merits
of this claim and to determine if anything was done or omitted which improperly
or unfairly disadvantaged David Bain.

256. We do not believe that any weight can be attached to the claim Police
investigators failed to recognise the significance of the clothes worn by Robin.
Kyle Cunningham486 (who lived with Robin) and other associates were
interviewed during the original investigation .about Robin's usual attire. They
have described his mode of dress as "dirty and scruffy",487 "non-descript, ... grey
trousers, green jersey and hat", 488"nota large wardrobe and mainly wore an old
woolly hat, grey tartan/green pants and a green/grey jersey and shirt",489
"casual trousers, business type shirt, no tie woollen jersey".490

257. David was also questioned on this point. He said when Robin came into the
house from the caravan he was usually dressed in the clothes he intended to
wear to work that day. He then took those clothes off to bathe or shower before
putting them back on to go to work. He added that if Robin came in from the
caravan in the middle of the night he would probably wear the 'tracksuit stuff.491

(Robin was wearing a tracksuit top and trousers when shot.) At the trial, David
said the clothing Robin wore to school was very business-like, neat, and tidy and
that he usually came in from the caravan (other than in the middle of the night) in
clothes that he would wear to school.492 David did say "usually" but one could
think it unusual to remove clothes to bathe or shower and then change back into
those clothes to go to work. Davjd's description of Robin's working attire as
business-like, neat and tidy is at variance with the other observations made by
Robin's colleagues.

258. On the morning of the crimes, we think it can be reasonably supposed Robin
had not yet dressed for school when he came into the house. He had not
showered or shaved or been to the toilet. Furthermore, his hands were
somewhat dirty and gave no appearance of being recently washed.493

259. If Robin was the killer, he would have had to change out of his sleeping attire,
put on the garments later found in the washing machine, kill his family members,
remove blood stained clothes, put them into the washing basket, wash or
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shower, change back into his original attire and then shoot himself. There is no
evidence of him having done this. David, on the other hand, had blood stains
on clothes worn when the Police arrived. Officers deduced these were caused
when blood from Stephen seeped through or was smeared from outer garments,
which were subsequently removed and laundered.

260. We find the garments worn were either those in which he had slept or had put on
when he rose that morning - or a combination of both. It should also be noted
that the significance of Robin's clothing was argued before the jury.

261. Mr Karam criticises the fact that the Police armourergave inaccurate evidence
about the length of the rifle [he over-measured it by about 20 cms].494 This point
was clarified in cross-examination but was significant because it gave support to
a defence contention that it was possible for Robin to have shot himself. In this
connection, it should also be mentioned that Mr Karam criticizes a failure by the
pathologist to measure the length of Robin's arms.495.

262. The armourer's error [and the matter of unsatisfactory evidence over shell
ejections] was dealt with by Justice Williamson and he warned the jury to be
cautious in accepting the opinions of that officer.496

263. While the error was corrected during the trial and adequately disposed of by
Justice Williamson, it remains a matter of concern that a Police witness should
have made such a serious mistake in his evidence.

264. The failure to measure Robin's arm-length together with other evidence. relating
to the possibility of suicide by Robin, was placed before the jury and it was open
to Mr Guest to develop that theme as far as he wished. It seems to us, in any
case where suicide is a possibility, there would be wisdom in recording arm
measurements.

265. The Police armourer concedes he made an error in testifying the rifle was longer
than it actually was. He attributes this to the fact that he noted down the wrong
figures after making the measurement,497 The error was exposed during the trial
and was disposed of by Justice Williamson and nothing turned on the matter to
the disadvantage of David Bain. The armourer regrets his mistake and realises
that he damaged his professional reputation through carelessness. The
que'stion of when firearms used in homicide cases should be examined by ESR
experts in preference to the Police armourer is one the Commissioner of Police
might wish to consider.

266. Mr Guest knew in advance of the trial that the armourer had made a mistake
with the measurement and chose to bring it out in a courtroom demonstration in
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front of the jury.

267. At the meeting on 25 July 1997, Mr Karam produced materials he had received
from the ESR and alleged a diagram of the rifle had wrong measurements
attached to it. He said this was a sign of carelessness by the scientists and that
it represented sub-standard work. In actual fact it transpires the measurements
were totally correct, but because the rifle had not been drawn to scale, it gave a
false impression in the diagram.

268. We find the armourer made an unacceptable mistake which caused
embarrassment to himself and to the Police service. However, given the fact
that the error was recognised during the trial and did not impact unfairly upon the
accused and that he learned an unforgettable lesson from the experience, we
see no need for any further action. His superiors are aware ofthe shortcoming
exposed here.

Failure to Test the Rifle for FDR Emission and Shell Ejection

269. In this matter Mr Karam criticises Police failure to submit the murder weapon for
testing to determine the amount of firearm residue discharged when fired with
identical ammunition to that used in the Bain killings.498 He is also critical of the
unscientific nature of tests used to determine the ejection arc of spent shells
from the weapon and the fact that some tests were not conducted with the actual
weapon.499

270. The murder weapon was test fired for firearm residue dischar~e from the
muzzle.500 There was no request to the Armourer or the ESR 01for residue from
the breech to be tested, therefore this was not done. This was an issue before
the jury and Mr Guest succeeded in turning Police failures to good advantage.
Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle accepts it would have been desirable to test
fire the murder weapon to establish residue discharge from both the muzzle and
breech, however he believes it would not have advanced the inquiry.502

271. As part of our review the ESR, Auckland, have test fired the murder weapon
using 'Whisper' brand ammunition, from that recovered from the Bain house, to
determine the direction and distance fired cartridge cases are ejected from the
rifle. Similar conditions were replicated. Mr Walsh concluded that if Robin had
shot himself with the rifle on his side of the curtain, then it would be expected the
cprtridge case would more likely have struck the curtain and fallen to the floor in
front of the curtain. However from his test firing experiments, he believed it was
possible for either the case to be ejected through a small gap between the
curtains, or for it to be ejected under the curtains. It was his opinion the position
of the cartridge case in the alcove was consistent with a shot having been fired
through the gap in the curtains with the case ejecting to the right and slightly
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rearwards. However he says he could not exclude the possibili~ that the case
could have ejected to a position on the other side of the curtain.5 3

272. Tests have also been carried out to determine the amount of FOR emitted from
the breech of the firearm when it is fired and also to determine the amount and
pattern of FOR -deposited on the hands of the shooter. The test firing
experiments occurred in New Zealand where the hands of the shooter were
sampled for FOR after one, three, five and ten shots.504 These samples were
forwarded to the State Forensic Science Laboratory in Adelaide. Analysis was
carried out for the test firing experiments where the hands of the shooter were
sampled for FOR particles after one and three shots. For the sample taken after
one shot, over 1110 particles of interest were detected. Of these 876 (75%)
contained lead alone, lead with calcium, lead with barium, orlead with barium
and antimony. For the sample taken after three shots, over 600 particles of
interest were detected. Of these 498 (77%) contained lead, lead with calcium,
lead with barium, or lead with barium and antimony. The observation that there
were half as many particles found after three shots, as there were after just one
shot, demonstrates the variability of this sampling. These samples were taken
immediately after firing. It is expected that these particles wO!Jldquickly be lost
from the hands. Typically, no FOR particles are found after about three hours.505

273. We believe that this was an aspect of the case which could have been better
handled and we think it was asking too much of the Police armourer to expect
him to conduct and report upon the necessary tests. It is another matter in
which the Commissioner of Police might wish to consider whether such tests in
future cases could be best conducted by the ESR.

Failure to find Robin's Fingerprints on the Rifle

274. In this matter Mr Karam seems to be contending that this is another aspect of
the case not handled properly by the Police, In his book, he refers to Justice
Williamson's summing up where His Honour said, when commenting about
Robin: "c) His fingerprints were not on the rifle, although if he had shot himself
he would have been the last person to have gripped it firmly. ,,506 Mr Karam
takes issue with this point and says "The matter of the fingerprints on the rifle,
item (c), is again an example of the presumptuous nature of the Crown case. ,,507.

275. If Robin Bain had shot himself it would be expected to find his fingerprints on the
weapon. The manner in which he would have had to grip [especially] the long
cylindrical silencer would have been conducive to leaving good impressions or,
at the very least, finger definition and smudges where he gripped its suiface.
But his prints or smudges in blood were not found. In fact, the only impressions
on the rifle were those of David [in blood in a forward position on the wooden
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stock] and Stephen's at the stock end and underneath side of the silencer.508

There was no blood on Robin's hands consistent with him having handled the
bloodied rifle when he committed suicide (discussed earlier).509 It was the Police
case David's fingerprints were left on the weapon during the killing of his family.
It is supposed he removed his gloves to clear the jammed rifle in Stephen's
room and he placed his bloodied fingerprint onto the rifle sometime after that. It
is believed Stephen's fingerprints were applied when he was trying to fend off
his assailant.

".

276. On a recent radio interview, Mr Karam expressed the view David's prints were
not left on the weapon at the time of the crimes but were in "old blood" or in
"animal blood" from an earlier hunting trip.51o Mr Hentschel gave evidence at the
trial of obtaining five samples of blood from the rifle to pass on to Dr Cropp for
analysis. He stated that "... blood was taken from the silencer, from the front of
the telescopic sight, from the barrel, from the stock near the tri~ger and also
from the fore arm from where those fingerprints were found. ,,51 Dr Cropp, ESR,
then gave evidence at the trial "that the five samples were all identified as
human blood." The blood on the rifle [silencer, barrel, and wood near the trigger]
was able to be grouped to Stephen's, Laniel's or David's.512 The blood from the
fingerprints was unable to be grouped. Dr Cropp has been reinterviewed on the
recent announcement by Mr Karam and he still believes it was human blood on
the weapon and does not accept the recent proposition by Mr Karam and Mr
With nail that the original test reaction to human blood could be attributable to
human secretions which flawed the result, saying it would be most unlikely. Dr
Cropp says he made no statement to them agreeing with this proposition as
alleged by Mr Karam and Mr Withnal1.513 Dr Cropp states there was no omission
of the blood testing results relating to the rifle.514 In a letter, Mr Withnall criticises
the "...omission of results of blood testing of the blood from David's fingerprints
as pari of the trial evidence. ,615As discussed above, the jury heard from Mr
Hentschel and Dr Cropp on this matter.

277. As part of the Review, Dr Harbison examined the case notes of Mr Hentschel
and Dr Cropp and conducted a series of tests. Mr Hentschel conducted a
chemical test (Sangur) on areas of probable blood staining on the rifle the
results of which were positive (ie. indicates the presence of blood.)516 Those
samples were further analysed by Dr Cropp who conducted an ouchterlony test,
which is a test that detects the presence of a human protein. These tests on the
samples, and in particular, the area around the fingerprint, were also positive. 51?
Dr.Harbison's opinion was that the original two tests conducted by Mr Hentschel
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from blood being wiped across its surface.522 Mr Hentschel gave evidence at
the trial that "...smears of blood were found over most parts of the rifle" ... and
"blood being wiped across the surface. ,023 Senior Fingerprint Officer Jones said
in his statement to the review team that ".. .it was almost like it [rifle] had been
wiped down with something soaked in blood ... " but he also agreed that it could
be just covered in blood because someone in the course of a fight has been
covered in blood and contaminated the gun.524

281. Senior Fingerprint Officer Jones' expertise has been discussed earlier.525 He
used the polilight to search for fingerprints and is confident that he would have
found any impressions made in or on blood. The examination of the rifle for
fingerprints involved, visual inspection, white light, polilightat various wave
lengths and chemical treatments (super glue and panacryl) with further polilight
examination.526 No fingerprints in whatever form were missed. Mr Karam
describes a fingerprint noted by the trigger guard and questions whether it was
identified.527 In his book, he presumes it was not identifiable but claims "with a
file so riddled with anomalies it is hard to be sure." We made further inquiries
and confirmed there were no further identifiable prints on the rifle.528 There were
some fingerprint ridges on the stock in the vicinity of the trigger-guard but with
no detail which would result in an identification.

282. The reason why Robin's prints were not found on the weapon may be simply
explained by the fact that he did not handle it at any stage.

283. We find the weapon was properly and professionally examined for fingerprints
but Robin Bain's were not found on it.

Failure to Recognise that Laniet Had Been Shot With Two Weapons

284. This matter arose during the interview with Messrs Karam and Withnall on 25
July 1997. It was not raised at the trial and is not mentioned in Mr Karam's
book.

285. Messrs Karam and Withnall observed in the pathologist's notes that one of the
bullet holes in Laniet's head was considerably bigger than the other twO.529 It
was their opinion the wound was too big to have been caused by a .22 bullet.
This, they said, was reinforced by the lack of space between the wall and the top
of Laniet's head to enable the assailant to fire a shot with the rifle.53o They said
they have received expert advice indicating it was caused by a .45 calibre hand
§un or similar weapon. Mr Karam's concern is exacerbated by his contention Dr
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Dempster does not refer to the hole in his notes. It is, he contends, the only hole
that he does not refer to either by description or with an expression of opinion as
to the bullet that would have caused the wound and it is the only wound in
respect of which the bullet was not found.531 .

286. They also maintained the third .22 shell found in Laniet's room several days after
the first two may have been "planted" otherwise, they felt, it would have been
found earlier. Mr Karam said he was worried the murderer .could be still walking
the streets of Dunedin. He said he did not set out in his book to prove Robin
Bain was the killer. His intention, he said, was to show the Police investigation
never excluded him from the crime.

287. The size of the entry wound was taken up with Dr Dempster, Dr Thompson and
. ESR experts.532 They all agree that the nature of the wound, the x-ray of the

bullet's path and the amount and type of lead found inside the head are all
entirely consistent with damage inflicted by a .22 calibre weapon. It is their view
the size of the bullet hole can invariably be larger than the bullet where it is a
hard contact wound. The ESR examination of the KaramlWithnall propositions
[and most other firearm aspects] was conducted for us by Mr KAJ Walsh, whose
work on "Firearms Evidence" is quoted in Mr Karam's book.533 Mr Walsh
concluded that Laniet had "not been shot with a .45 calibre bullet."534 Dr
Dempster repeatedly refers in his notes to the hole in the top of Laniet's head,
with accompanying measurements.535 He describes the shot to the left cheek as
a 'small calibre gunshot entry'. The fragments of bullets from Laniet's head and
those seen on the X-ray are typical of .22 calibre lead bullets.536 Dr Dempster's
subsequent report [deposition] to the Police included a description of the three
entry wounds including the one to the top of the head and concludes "death was
due to the effects of small calibre gunshot wounds to the head." He included
measurements of both the scalp and skull entry wound to the top of the head.
We believe this report concurs with his original notes, with some professional
refinement.

288. Mr Karam was asked for details of his information and the names of the experts
who supplied it, but we received no reply on this point. The proposition that two
weapons were involved, and possibly there were two offenders, has not
withstood close scrutiny. As a complaint against the Police, it is rejected as
unfounded.

289. We are satisfied the third .22 spent shell was not planted. It was not found until
the' day the main scene examination commenced in Laniet's room because it did
not become visible until clothing on the floor next to the bed was Iifted.53? The
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shell was found where it would reasonably be expected to be ejected and fall. 538
Another spent shell and a live bullet were found on the same c1othing.539 The
contention the third shell was planted to provide each of the three bullets in
Laniet with a spent case is rejected. We are satisfied the shell was not handled
improperly and was found in the proper course of a detailed and systematic
crime scene examination. The room was searched by two experienced
detectives, Anderson and Fitzgerald, after they had completed searches in
Robin and David's rooms earlier in the week.

290. We find no evidence that Laniet was shot with two weapons and neither do we
find any evidence that Police accounts of locating the questioned .22 shell in her
room were other than factual and correct.

291. The crux of this complaint is that Mr Karam does not accept the Crown case that
David committed four of the murders before making the newspaper deliveries
and points out that the running shoes, which David said were worn on the paper
round, showed no trace of blood.54o He also disputes the evidence that droplets
of blood could have been found on David's socks.541 [These were grouped to
Stephen or Laniet].542 Again, he points to these issues as being inconsistencies
in the Police case.

292. David told Police he wore a pair of Laser shoes on the paper run. They were
located in his room and were inspected by investigators but through oversight
were not sent for full ESR examination. The only forensic attention they
received was a visual check during the trial. No blood was detected. The
absence of blood in the Lasers was argued before the jury but the Police were
not convinced they were the ones worn on the paper round. There was
suspicion he might have worn a bloodstained odd pair found in his room. They
are discussed below.543 It has been confirmed in the course of our investigation
the Laser shoes had no blood on them.544

293. Blood was found on David's socks. Two droplets could be seen on the edge of
one, not fully on the sole as Mr Karam says,545and there was considerable
blood staining on both soles but it could not be determined whose blood it was
or where it came from.546 The blood on the soles were as if David had walked in
blood, most probably in Stephen's room where the bloody struggle took place.
The absence of blood on the uppers of the socks, as expressed by Mr Karam,
may be explained by the original socks having been washed and fresh ones
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worn on the paper round. When interviewed before his arrest, David agreed he
had put a pair of his socks into the wash.54? On his return home from the paper
run, Police thought he would have checked the rooms to ensure the victims were
dead and looked for evidence lost during the struggle (gloves, lens) before
telephoning 111. In the process, they believed, he would have walked through
blood on the floor. The droplets on the socks could have come from Stephen
during the struggle, or if Stephen's head was moved. David said in evidence he
had touched Stephen. During the original trial these droplets on the socks were
grouped to Stephen or Laniet.548

Related Comment

294.,Thereare two other matters to be considered in the context of David's footwear.
They are examined below:

At the meeting on 25 July Mr Karam criticised the Police for trying,
shortly before the trial, to introduce as evidence the odd pair of shoes
from David's room. He pointed to Dr Cropp's notes [ESR scientist] where
he says the blood 'could only have come from the injury to the big toe. '
Mr Withnall also complains about the non disclosure of Dr Cropp's case
notes where it is recorded the blood in the toe of the shoe was not
connected to the murders and was irrelevant. 549

It was understood by the investigators David may have cut his foot at
some stage while wearing those shoes.55o When interviewed, David said
he wore his new Laser running shoes on the paper run.551 It was not until
April 1995 that Police in their final preparations for trial, decided further
shoes should be examined~ 552 It was now considered David might not
have worn the Lasers on the paper run. On 13 April 1995, less than a
month before the trial a number of shoes including the "odd pair" were
delivered to the ESR for examination.553 The odd shoes had assumed
significance not only because of the blood on them but also because they
had been in a position just inside the door where David could have
reasonably taken off his footwear when he returned from the paper run.
His newspaper bag was behind the door next to them. [At the original
interview when asked where he took his shoes off he replied "Usually by
the door in front of the cupboard. I think I did. .. ,,554 It is significant that the
odd pair of shoes were the ones just inside the door whereas the Lasers
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were found next to the bed, some distance from the door]. Forensic
examinations conducted between 26 and 28 April 1995 identified blood
on the laces of the left shoe and on the right shoe heavy blood staining
was visible on the inner edge corresponding to the big toe area, possibly
consistent with the wearer bleeding from the foot/big toe. Light blood
staining on the edge was visible back to the area beneath the end of the
lace holes. However, there was insufficient blood for grouping
purposes.555 At this stage an approach was made to defence counsel to
allow this evidence to be presented at the trial [it had not, of course, been
part of the depositions] but Mr Guest refused on the basis he did not have
time to prepare for it. He also said the Crown Prosecutor should not
include reference to those shoes in his opening address. The Crown
decided not to call evidence on that point. Because they were not part of
the Crown case, the shoes were subsequently destroyed and are no .'
longer available for re-examination with today's advanced techniques.
The case notes do not make any reference to the blood not being
connected to the murders or being irrelevant. Because the identity of the
blood was not known and blood was on the outer surfaces it was
considered relevant.556 If they were involved in an earlier incident where
David injured himself it does not eliminate the possibility they were worn
on the day of the murders. We are satisfied there was no disadvantage
to David Bain i8 this matter. It was for the Police and Crown Solicitorto
decide what was relevant. Defence counsel objected because of the late
application and it was not pursued.

At the meeting on 25 July 1997, Mr Karam said the rightfootprints
[28cms] found in blood in the hallway and leading into Laniel's room were
not David's. He said Robin could have made them and then put his
blood stained socks in the washing machine where David later
unknowingly washed them. During recent television broadcasts he said
he has now measured David's feet and they are 30cms long.55? David,
he says, could not have made footprints 28cms long. Also at the meeting )...

on 25 July 1997 he said the suspect footprints were attributed wrongly to
David by measuring socks only, not the feet of Robin and David. He said
Mr Hentschel described the impressions in his evidence at the trial as
perfect footprints, complete from top of toes to heel, and that the entire
sole of David's socks fluoresced. He questions why the measurements
by Detective Lodge of Robin's feet of 27cms was not before the jury.

At the trial, Mr Henstchel referred to one of the 280mm prints
encompassing the heel and toes as a complete print.558 In response to a
question from the court he described both prints as showing the toes and
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heels from the top of the toes to heel. 559 Mr Hentschel has been
interviewed as part of this Review. He expressed the opinion the best
footprint he saw would almost be a total length print but you might not see
the extremities of the toes and heel.56o He agrees in hindsight he should
have perhaps qualified his evidence by saying he may not have been able
to see the extremities of the heel and toes.561

Detective Sergeant Weir who also observed the footprints said in evidence
the definition of the toes were not present - as defined as you would see
in wet sand. He also believed the edge of the heel was not clearly
defined.562

As mentioned earlier, it was intended prior to David's arrest, to ask him a
series of questions and to request him to undergo a medical
examination.563 Mr Guest was with him at the time and advised David
against answering questions or agreeing to a physical examination. As
far as his feet were concerned, tme investigators then adopted the next
best course - they measured his shoes and socks and worked from those.
This issue of the bloody footprints in the house was thoroughly canvassed
at the trial. There was considerable cross examination of witnesses but
the length of Robin's feet did not arise. However details of measurements .
taken by Detective Lodge had been disclosed to the defence prior to trial
and he was available to be questioned on that matter.

A number of tests have been undertaken by the ESR, Auckland regarding
the length of the bloodied sock prints.564 There were a number of
difficulties associated with this determination which included: (1)There is
an unknown measurement error associated with the measurement of a
luminol print. This type of print is visualised as a glow in the dark. A direct
measurement will have some inaccuracy. Mr Walsh estimates that the
measurement could be 5mm greater or lesser than the actual print. (2)The
print size will depend on the extent of staining on the sole.

The results from the test prints show that a shorter print is made when
standing than when walking. The length of the prints made with a walking
motion were never measured to be less than 280mm and were mostly

. between 290mm and 300mm. From these experiments it could be
concluded that a walking person with a 300mm foot, making sock prints

. with the sock completely bloodied, would be expected to make a print
greater than 280mm. However it is Mr Walsh's opinion that a print of
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An examination was also completed of the socks of David Bain. 565This
testing showed that the maximum length of the bloodstaining that would
be printed bya person wearing the sock, and who had a 300mm foot,
would be about 288mm. Depending on the position of the sock, the length
of bloodstaining could be as short as about 271 mm.

We have concluded David could have been responsible for these
footprints.

295. We find no impropriety or misconduct over the handling of David's shoes or
socks butwe believe officers were remiss in:not sending the Lasers to the ESR
for full forensic examination. Relying ona visual inspection during the trial
lacked professionalism.

Failure to Eliminate Greet from Suspicion

296. The individual to whom this matter refers is featured brieflY' in Mr Karam's book
as Italocal Dunedin person who also knew the family weWo66 but he has been
discussed at greater length during our meetings with Mr Karam. Mr Karam is
not satisfied the man has been adequately eliminated from implication in the
crimes.567

297. While David Bain was awaiting trial, Mr Guest received an anonymous letter
from an individual who suggested that Nicholas Greet, a local resident,
appeared to know a lot about the murders. Later, the same Nicholas Greet
contacted Mr Guest by telephone and they discussed aspects of the case. Mr
Guest duly referred the matter to the Police and Greet was interviewed by a
member of the investigation team.568 He denied any involvement in the murders
but spoke of earlier contact with the Bain family. It was decided his information
did not materially assist the inquiry and it was not pursued at any length. [It
subsequently transpired Greet had, himself, written the anonymous letter to
Guest and it was established he was motivated by a misguided desire to help
David Bain by trying to inject into the events a mysterious new suspect].569

298. In his book, Mr Karam makes a plea for Mr Guest's anonymous correspondent
to come forward57o [apparently unaware it was'Greet] and Greet duly contacted
him. A secretly videotaped interview was arranged by Messrs Karam and
Withnall where Greet was challenged about electronic mail he was thought to
have sent.571 Mr Karam now suggests the Police too casually dismissed this
man from involvement in the crimes.
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